Although Type Ia supernovae have been heavily scrutinized due to their use in making cosmological distance estimates, we are still unable to definitively identify the progenitors for the entire population. While answers have been presented for certain specific systems, a complete solution remains elusive. We present observations of two supernova remnants (SNRs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud, SNR 0505-67.9 and SNR 0509-68.7, for which we have identified the center of the remnant and the 99.73% containment central region in which any companion star left over after the supernova must be located. Both remnants have a number of potential ex-companion stars near their centers; all possible single and double degenerate progenitor models remain viable for these two supernovae. Future observations may be able to identify the true ex-companions for both remnants.
TYPE IA SUPERNOVA PROGENITOR SEARCHES
The Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) progenitor problem has existed for decades but has recently received more attention due to the use of SN Ia-derived distances in cosmology to discover the acceleration of the expansion of the universe (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999 ; see Wang & Han (2012) and Maoz et al. (2014) for recent reviews of the SN Ia progenitor problem). It is widely accepted that SNe Ia result from the explosion of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf (WD) that has reached the Chandrasekhar mass limit due to interaction with a companion star, either through accretion or a merger (Nomoto et al. 1997) , but the identity of that companion has long been a mystery. Many companion/progenitor possibilities have been proposed, and they can be divided into two main classes, the double degenerates (DDs), which consist of two carbonoxygen WDs that inspiral and combine to explode, and the single degenerates (SDs), which consist of a nondegenerate companion star that donates mass to the WD. The current possible SD progenitor candidates are recurrent novae (RNe; Hachisu & Kato 2001) , symbiotic stars (Hachisu et al. 1999b) , supsersoft X-ray sources (SSSs; Hachisu et al. 1999a; Langer et al. 2000; Han & Podsiadlowski 2004) , and helium donor stars ). Additionally, spin-up/spin-down models have been proposed by Justham (2011) and Di Stefano et al. (2011) as modifications of the standard possible SD progenitors to explain the lack of hydrogen in the spectra of most SNe Ia as well as the lack of any evidence of interaction with an SD companion, i.e., lack of detection in either radio or X-rays.
One way to identify the companion stars is to look near the center of local Type Ia supernova remnants (SNRs) after the explosion for evidence of a leftover excompanion (Ruiz-Lapuente 1997; Canal et al. 2001 ). All of the SD models will leave behind the non-degenerate star, which will remain relatively close to the center of the remnant and be detectable for centuries after the explosion. If there are no companion stars present to sufficiently deep limits, then all of the SD models can be ruled out and the DD model becomes the only remaining possibility.
Each of the potential SN Ia progenitor systems listed above leaves behind a telltale post-supernova signature. In the DD scenario, no ex-companion will be left over, as both WDs are destroyed in the explosion. In the SD scenario, each possible system leaves behind a certain type of ex-companion. These possible ex-companion stars are listed in Table 1 of , which also gives a summary of their intrinsic properties as well as their expected apparent magnitude given their location at the distance of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
Each of the possible SD ex-companions has a characteristic velocity after the SN explosion. This velocity is due to two main factors: the orbital velocity prior to the explosion and the kick from the supernova itself. The orbital velocities are calculated for each type of ex-companion (red giant, subgiant, M > 1.16M mainsequence star, and Helium star) and assume that the companion was filling its Roche Lobe just prior to the SN. We also account for the orbital velocity of the exploding WD and correspondingly the remnant. The kicks from SNe Ia are relatively small (Canal et al. 2001; Marietta et al. 2000; Pan et al. 2010) . From Canal et al. (2001) , Marietta et al. (2000) , and , the average post-explosion velocities are 100 km s −1 , 250 km s −1 , 390 km s −1 , and 400 km s −1 for red giants, subgiants, 1.16 M main-sequence ex-companions, and Helium stars, respectively.
The proximity of the actual SN explosion will affect the ex-companion beyond just imparting a kick. The loosely bound outer layers of evolved companions will likely be stripped off by the blast and expanding shell of the SN, but main-sequence stars and other possible ex-companions with high surface gravity, such as Helium star or already-stripped red giant cores, will not undergo any significant stripping. Detailed simulations indicate that the effect will not greatly change the location of the high surface gravity stars on the H-R diagram (Marietta et al. 2000; Pan et al. 2010; Podsiadlowski 2003; Pan et al. 2014) . In the subgiant case, calculations by Marietta et al. (2000) show that the ex-companion will likely be two orders of magnitude brighter, although in rare cases the remaining subgiant could be up to ten times less luminous if there is low energy deposition. Newer simulations by Shappee et al. (2013) that consider the effect of ablation show that the energy deposited onto the companion will cause it to be significantly overluminous, up to 50 − 60L 100 years after the explosion and 15 − 20L 1000 years later. Regardless of which set of simulations proves to be more correct, the takeaway result is that being next to an exploding WD will almost certainly not dim the ex-companion-it will survive the explosion looking either quite similar to how it did before or much brighter.
In addition to a possible increase in luminosity, true ex-companions may have additional identifying features. All of the SD models consist of a tidally locked, relatively tight binary just before the explosion. Post-explosion, the ex-companion will still be moving quickly and rotating rapidly, two effects that can be measured using high-resolution spectroscopy. The high velocity can be sought by measuring the radial velocity or, for Galactic remnants, proper motion. Depending on the direction of the ex-companion's motion, however, it is possible that we will be unable to easily detect this high velocity from Earth. High radial velocity can be detected in spectroscopic observations, but there are indications that it is possible for the radial velocity to drop sharply during the explosion (Pan et al. 2012 ). Both of these effects, if observed, can identify an ex-companion; their absence for any given star, however, does not preclude it from being the ex-companion. Another observational feature to look for is the presence of blue-shifted iron lines in the spectrum of the possible ex-companion, which would indicate that the star is in fact located within the expanding SNR, and not in front of or behind it (Ozaki & Shigeyama 2006) . Again, however, the absence of these blueshifted lines is not proof that a given star is not the ex-companion, because their presence depends on the explosion model and the ionization state of the ejecta (Ozaki & Shigeyama 2006) . Ruiz-Lapuente et al. (2004) used this method of searching for ex-companion stars within historical SNRs for the first time with the Galactic remnant of SN 1572 (Tycho's SN). They identified a G2 IV subgiant star, which they named Star G, as the ex-companion, implying an RN or SSS progenitor. Star G was identified based on its proximity to the center of the SNR as well as its high proper motion, but these properties are still disputed (Fuhrmann 2005; Ihara et al. 2007; Kerzendorf et al. 2009; González Hernández et al. 2009; Kerzendorf et al. 2013) . The spectral analysis performed by González Hernández et al. (2009) shows that nickel and cobalt are anomalously overabundant in the atmosphere of Star G, which suggests it was blasted by the exploding WD during the SN. González Hernández et al. (2012) and Kerzendorf et al. (2012) have also examined the remnant of SN 1006, the only other confirmed Ia SNR in our Galaxy. Both papers rule out red giant and subgiant excompanion stars, because none of the evolved stars near the center of the SNR (as seen from Earth) at a radial distance even somewhat coincident with the remnant show any indication of being an ex-companion, and Kerzendorf et al. (2012) state that they find no stars "consistent with the traditional accretion scenario", i.e., all SD progenitor models. There are two other possible Ia SNRs in the Galaxy, the remnant of SN 1604 (Kepler) and RCW 86. Although the type of SN 1604 has not been confirmed by light echoes, there are indications that it was a Type Ia, with the latest evidence coming from Iron K-shell emission from the remnant (Yamaguchi et al. 2014) , and investigations of the central stars are ongoing (Kerzendorf et al. 2014 and R. Sankrit 2014, private communication) . RCW 86 may (Williams et al. 2011) or may not (Chin & Huang 1994; Schaefer 1995) be from a supernova associated with the Chinese guest star of AD 185. If it is, its large size, age, and uncertain origin combine to produce a situation in which it is unlikely any useful progenitor information can be gleaned (see Section 2 for further discussion on the impact of age especially).
Poorly known distances to both the remnants and the nearby stars make Galactic searches very difficult, as it is often not clear if stars which appear to be near the remnant center are actually located the same distance from Earth as the remnant itself. To combat this problem, we extended this method to the LMC, which has a well known distance (Freedman et al. 2001; Schaefer 2008) , thorough extinction maps (Zaritsky et al. 2004 ) and, in general, less crowded star fields than the Milky Way. Although LMC SNRs are significantly farther away, all possible companion stars are still observable, ranging from 16 ≤ V ≤ 22.7; see Table 1 of for details.
Our first LMC target was SNR 0509-67.5, which is the remnant of a 1991T-type SN Ia that occurred 400 ± 50 years ago (Badenes et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 1995; Rest et al. 2005 Rest et al. , 2008 . The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) archive contained WFPC2 Hα images (PI J. P. Hughes, Rutgers) and WFC3 BVI images (PI K. S. Noll, Hubble Heritage Program) that provided excellent coverage of the area. We used three independent methods to obtain the geometric center of the remnant and then calculated a 1.4" offset between the geometric center and the actual explosion site due to an enhancement of circumstellar dust in the southwest quadrant of the remnant. We then searched for possible ex-companion stars in a circular region centered on the explosion site with a 1.43" radius corresponding to the extreme 3σ (99.73% containment) distance that any possible ex-companion could have traveled. This central region was devoid of point sources to the limiting magnitude of V = 26.9, which corresponds to M V = +8.4 at the distance of the LMC. The lack of any ex-companions visible in this region rules out all SD progenitor models, leading us to conclude that the only possible progenitor for this supernova is a DD system . This was the first unambiguous result for any known SN Ia progenitor. Although there are no point sources in the central region of the SNR, there is some nebulosity visible, which a GMOS long-slit spectrum showed is a background galaxy, unrelated to the supernova remnant (Pagnotta et al. 2014) .
Our second LMC target was SNR 0519-69.0, which was produced by a normal SN Ia that exploded 600 ± 200 years ago (Rest et al. 2005; A. Rest 2010, private communication) . There were archival HST ACS images of this remnant in both the Hα and V -band filters, originally taken in 2011 (PI J. P. Hughes, Rutgers). The outer edge of the shell shows a number of small-scale variations, but overall it is nearly symmetric as long as the faint outer arc in the northeast quadrant of the remnant is considered. Because of this, we considered the explosion site to be at the geometric center. Again we constructed a central error region around the explosion site that corresponds to 3σ containment of all possible ex-companion stars. Compared to SNR 0509-67.5, the central error region for SNR 0519-69.0 is significantly larger due to the asymmetries in the shell as well as the longer time since explosion. The 4.7" central region for SNR 0519-69.0 contains 127 stars, including 27 main-sequence stars that are bright enough that they could be ex-companions from a SSS binary. There are no post-main-sequence stars in the central error region; the nearest red giant and subgiant are 6.0" and 7.4" from the center, respectively. We therefore concluded that the SN Ia that created SNR 0519-69.0 could have only come from an SSS or DD progenitor system Edwards et al. (2012) .
Here we describe similar searches near the centers of the two remaining confirmed SNe Ia in the LMC, SNR 0505-67.9 and SNR 0509-68.7. We find that both remnants have potential evolved ex-companion stars and thus conclude that all possible SN Ia progenitor models are still possibilities for each of these two SNe.
LMC SNR 0505-67.9
The third SN Ia remnant in the LMC we consider is SNR 0505-67.9 (DEM L71). There are no light echoes for this 4360-year old remnant, but X-ray spectra show that it is Balmer-dominated and has enhanced Fe abundances, both of which indicate that it is from an SN Ia Hughes et al. 1998 ). There are no HST observations of this remnant, so we obtained Gemini South GMOS images (Hook et al. 2004 ) on 2011 September 21. The combined g'r'i'+Hα image, with the central error region marked, can be seen in the left panel of Figure 1 .
We used our GMOS Hα images in combination with Chandra X-ray images Rakowski et al. 2003 , obtained via the Chandra SNR Catalog 1 ) and the perpendicular bisector method described in Supplementary Information Section 2 of to identify the geometric center of the remnant. For the X-ray images, we used four different gas regions to locate the center: the extreme outer edge, the rim of the outer shell, the edge of the inner region, and the central minimum. These regions can be seen in the Chandra X-ray color image shown in the right panel of Figure  1 . All of the center measurements can be seen in Table 1. The final explosion site is 05:05:42.71, -67:52:43.5 (J2000).
There is an apparent asymmetry in this remnant, in the 1 http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ChandraSNR/ North direction, where it appears as though the expanding remnant has "punched through" an area of low interstellar mass (ISM) density, or perhaps has been slowed down in the East and West directions. Spitzer 24µ imaging Seok et al. (2013) shows emission in roughly the East and West directions of the remnant, indicating enhanced ISM or pre-existing dust. Since the dust distribution is relatively symmetric across both the North-South and East-West axes, we do not apply any overall offset between the position of the geometric center and the explosion site, but we do account for the asymmetry in general by including a higher measurement uncertainty on the position of the explosion, which increases the size of the central region. SNR 0505-67.9 is the oldest of the LMC Ia SNRs by far, at 4360 ± 290 years . During this time, any ex-companion star could have moved a great distance, so the final 99.73% containment circle is very large, at 15.8 . Because of this, there are quite a lot of stars located within the central region, including six red giants, two possible subgiants, and a number of mainsequence stars bright enough to have come from SSSs. The color-magnitude diagram for all of the stars in the SNR 0505-67.9 field can be seen in Figure 2 , for which the magnitudes were calibrated using Zaritsky et al. (2004) ; the stars located within the central error circle are highlighted with green diamonds and listed in Table 2 . For this remnant, we cannot exclude any progenitor type; all SD and DD progenitors are still possibilities. Further observations of the potential ex-companion stars within the central region, namely high resolution spectra, are needed to identify any likely ex-companions. It may be difficult, however, to ever obtain any conclusive answers for this remnant, due to its age. To do complete followup on the large number of stars within the central region would take correspondingly large amounts of telescope and analysis time, and at least one of the identifying characteristics of an ex-companion, the presence of enhanced heavy elements, is likely no longer detectable due to normal mixing processes in the outer atmosphere of any potential ex-companion. In general, the method of searching for ex-companion stars in historical SNRs is best applied to younger remnants; it is likely that all older SNRs will have these same difficulties. It is not, however, impossible to obtain an answer, so investigation and follow-up should be continue to be attempted for all known nearby Ia SNRs.
LMC SNR 0509-68.7
The fourth LMC Ia SNR we consider is SNR 0509-68.7 (N103B). This 860-year old remnant has X-ray spectra (Hughes et al. 1995) and light echo observations (Rest et al. 2005; A. Rest 2010, private communication) confirming the Ia nature of the supernova associated with this remnant. Only half of the remnant is bright in Hα, which can be seen in the center panel of Figure 3 . This asymmetry is also visible in Spitzer infrared observations, and has been identified by Williams et al. (2014) as possible circumstellar material lost from the progenitor system before the supernova explosion.
We obtained Gemini GMOS imagery of SNR 0509-68.7 in October and November of 2011 because there were no useful images in the HST archive. Because of the aforementioned asymmetry in Hα, we could not use that Figure 1 . Identically cropped images of LMC SNR 0505-67.9 (DEM L71); on the left is the combined g'r'i'+Hα Gemini image, and on the right is the Chandra color image, which is a combination of 0.3-0.7 keV (red), 0.7-1.1 keV (green), and 1.1-2.4 keV (blue) observations. The Gemini images were taken with the GMOS imager on the 8.1m Gemini South Telescope. (The dark horizontal line running across the bottom of the Gemini image is an artifact due to a nearby bright star.) The Chandra image on the right shows the complicated X-ray structure of the remnant. To measure the remnant center, we used four different gas regions visible in X-ray: the extreme outer edge, the rim of the outer shell, the edge of the inner region, and the central minimum. This allows us to get a more accurate measurement of the center as well as a better understanding of the errors on that measurement. The 15.8 99.73% containment central region is marked on both images. The error circle is very large, because the remnant is both old (4360 years) and asymmetric, and therefore it contains a number of possible ex-companion stars. Stars 19 and 32 are marked; star 19 is the nearest red giant to the center, and star 32 is the nearest subgiant. (The numbers correspond to their identifications in Table 2 .) Future spectroscopy may allow us to identify which of the central stars are likely to be the actual ex-companion, if any. (X-ray image source: The Chandra Supernova Remnant Catalog (http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ChandraSNR/), used with permission) image to locate the geometric center of the remnant. Instead, we used radio (Dickel & Milne 1995) and X-ray images (right panel of Figure 3 , Lewis et al. 2003 ; again obtained via the Chandra SNR Catalog) to locate the geometric center. Table 3 presents the measured geometric centers, as well as the explosion site and the distance any possible ex-companion stars could have traveled. We note that the shell is almost perfectly round in radio and X-ray, with only small out-of-roundness likely caused by random variations. This implies that the explosion site should be at or very near the same location as the geometric center, so we include no formal offset between the two locations, and thus the explosion site is 05:08:59.62, -68:43:35.5 (J2000). As was the case for SNR 0519-69.0 (Edwards et al. 2012) , the 1σ uncertainty on this is approximately equal to the RMS of the shell radius measurements, which is 0.9 for both radio and Xray, so this is added into the total uncertainty on the site of the explosion. The central 99.73% containment region for SNR 0509-68.7 has a radius of 4.4 ; it is marked on the images in Figure 3 .
There are eight possible ex-companion stars located within the central containment region of SNR 0509-68.7. The bright central star is clearly a red giant based on its location on the g − i color-magnitude diagram (Figure 4) , there are six main-sequence stars bright enough to have come from supersoft X-ray source binaries, and there is one very blue star that could be the stripped core of a former red giant ex-companion or a Helium star. The stars located within the central error region are highlighted with green diamonds in Figure 4 and listed in Table 4 . Any of these eight stars could be the ex- This g − i color-magnitude diagram constructed from our Gemini GMOS observations can be used to classify stars in the field of SNR 0505-67.9. No error bars are plotted on this figure, but a full listing of the photometry can be found in Table 2 ; the average 1σ errors on g and g − i are ±0.08 and ±0.12, respectively. The stars located within the 99.73% containment central region of the supernova remnant are highlighted with green diamonds. There are possible ex-companion stars of all types (main-sequence, subgiant, and red giant) located within the central region.
companion, which means that all SD and DD models are currently possible for SNR 0509-68.7. Again, future spectroscopic observations may be able to shed light on whether any of the stars are in fact the ex-companion star.
DISCUSSION
Many recent papers (e.g. Maoz et al. 2012; Graur & Maoz 2013 ) have presented compelling evidence that DDs are the currently favored progenitor channel, leading to what Maoz et al. (2014) describe as a "paradigm shift" in the community, but concerns about the underlying physics remain (e.g. Timmes et al. (1994) and references therein, and discussion in Wheeler (2012) ). Additionally, there are strong arguments for multiple progenitor channels (Brandt et al. 2010; Greggio 2010; Pritchet et al. 2008) . It is therefore crucial to continue to identify the progenitors in as many systems as possible, to accumulate enough identifications that we are able to start considering the statistics of the population and find connections to other properties of the supernovae.
One avenue to explore is whether there is a connection between the progenitor type and the star formation history of the region of the supernova. SNR 0505-67.9 is similar to our two previously published SNRs (0509-67.5 and 0519-69.0) in having very little star formation in the recent history, indicating a 72% chance of a delayed, metal-poor progenitor. SNR 0509-68.7, however, is remarkably different from the other three, with "vigorous" star formation in its recent past (peaking between 100 and 50 Myr ago, and again 12 Myr ago), and therefore it has a high likelihood (73%) of being associated with a prompt/young, metal rich progenitor (Badenes et al. 2009) .
It is also possible there is a connection between progenitor classes and observed SN Ia subtypes. We have a connection between SN 1991T-like supernovae and double degenerate progenitors with LMC SNR 0509-67.5, and there appears to be a connection between Type Iax (2002cx-like) supernovae and helium novae like V445 Puppis (McCully et al. 2014 ). It would not be surprising if some of the variety in observed properties of SNe is correlated with variety in the progenitor systems, but establishing any believable connection will take more than just two examples. Subtyping historical supernovae from their light echoes is challenging, but possible for at least one system (LMC SNR 0509-67.5; Rest et al. 2008 ) and hopefully for more in the future.
The progenitor system may also affect the inter-and circum-stellar medium surrounding the site of the supernova, and therefore the shape and symmetry of the expanding remnant, which provides another potentially interesting connection. For LMC SNR 0505-67.9, Spitzer 24µ imaging shows the presence of nearly symmetricallydistributed pre-existing dust, but no one has yet linked this dust directly to a progenitor candidate. For LMC SNR 0509-68.7, the pre-existing dust seen again in the Spitzer 24µ image has a dramatic effect on the optical image of the remnant (Figure 3 ) and has been linked to presupernova mass loss from a possible single-degenerate progenitor (Williams et al. 2014) . At this point, the numbers are all too small to be considered for a rigorous analysis, but we encourage future studies of the possible interconnection between remnant shape, pre-existing dust, and progenitor type.
With so many possible ex-companions in each of these two remnants, it is tempting to conclude that at least one of them must be an SD ex-companion, but that is a flawed assumption. We are inherently biased toward the stars that we can see, but without further observations showing unusual features such as high radial or rotational velocities, we must not assume that we are in fact seeing the ex-companion star for either of the supernovae. We note that this problem gets worse for older remnants, as demonstrated here for the case of LMC SNR 0505-67.9, because the older the remnant is, the larger the central region in which we may find the ex-companion will be, leading to an overabundance of possible ex-companion stars. Because of this, we have many viable SD candidate ex-companions for both supernovae, especially LMC SNR 0505-67.9, and cannot rule any models out, as we have been able to do for other systems. Further observations may be able to identify SD ex-companion stars for one or both of these remnants, but we likely will not be able to definitively state that either had a DD progenitor due to the number of possible ex-companions in each remnant, an effect of their location within the bar of the LMC. At this point, the answer remains unclear, but we look forward to possible answers from future observations. Figure 3 . Identically cropped images of LMC SNR 0509-687 (N103B); on the left is the combined g'r'i' Gemini image, in the center is the Hα Gemini image, and on the right is the Chandra color image, which is a combination of 0.3-0.6 keV (red), 0.6-0.9 keV (green), and 0.9-10 keV (blue) observations. The Gemini images were taken with the GMOS imager on the 8.1m Gemini South Telescope. The 4.4 99.73% containment central region is marked in all three images. The biggest and brightest star in the center of the remnant, marked as star 1 in the optical images, is a red giant, and therefore a possible ex-companion from a recurrent nova or symbiotic system. Additionally, there are seven other main-sequence stars inside the error circle that are bright enough to be ex-companions from supersoft X-ray sources. Because the optical (Hα) image of the remnant does not show its true extent, we used the X-ray image on the right in addition to a radio image from Dickel & Milne (1995) to locate the center of the SNR. (X-ray image source: The Chandra Supernova Remnant Catalog (http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ChandraSNR/), used with permission) This g − i color-magnitude diagram constructed from our Gemini GMOS observations can be used to classify stars in the field of SNR 0509-68.7. No error bars are plotted on this figure, but a full listing of the photometry can be found in Table 4 ; the average 1σ errors on g and g − i are ±0.04 and ±0.29, respectively. The stars located within the central region of the supernova remnant are highlighted with green diamonds. There is one clear red giant, six possible main-sequence ex-companions that are bright enough to have come from supersoft X-ray sources, and one very blue star that could be the stripped core of a former red giant or a Helium star.
